WICKR PRO
SECURE EPHEMERAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR INCIDENT RESPONSE
Eﬀective incident response (IR) requires tight security and control over the
communication channel used for investigation and sharing of threat intelligence.
Directing all information sharing to an out-of-band secure ephemeral platform is a must.
Wickr enables teams to enforce multi-level ephemerality for different stages of
response and quickly add critical team members — inside and outside the company —
to ensure that information transmitted during IR is not accessible beyond its useful life
and intended recipients.

WICKR IN INCIDENT RESPONSE: SECURE // EPHEMERAL // ACCESSIBLE
Wickr Pro is a secure communications platform for IR
collaboration that requires the confidence and security
of a face-to-face conversation.
Built with the world’s most advanced multilayered
security and persistent ephemeralityTM, Wickr Pro
enables security teams to have full control over
sensitive intelligence to know exactly who has access to
it and how long it lives.

Wickr Pro accelerates communication during incident
response by empowering IR professionals to deploy fullfeature, multi-platform secure private networks in
minutes.
With Wickr, IR teams can communicate 1:1, manage
secure rooms for different stages of response, and
share files of all relevant types. As always on Wickr, you
can set the expiration and ‘burn-on-read’ time on any
message, or file.

BEST PRACTICES FOR SECURE EPHEMERAL COMMUNICATIONS IN INCIDENT RESPONSE

Deployment: To avoid using multiple ad hoc tools
across IR efforts, have a standard protocol so
everyone on your team, including outside experts,
knows that Wickr is a go-to channel during IR, and
is on-boarded in advance.

Secure Groups: Organize IR discussions and
information sharing by creating secure rooms for
different teams and response stages. Each room has
its own administrator(s), permission levels, and
ephemerality.

Initial IR: As soon as alerted, immediately direct all
IR communications to an out-of-band channel to
ensure the investigation is not discoverable by an
adversary.

Collaboration: Streamline your IR effort by sharing
threat assessments, intelligence, and files of any
size in one place — copy & paste text, drag & drop
files. Message and place secure voice & video calls
1:1 and in secure groups on mobile and desktop.

Provisioning: Quickly add and verify new users to
expedite the IR effort — security team members,
legal, PR, and outside forensics experts.
Ephemerality: Wickr allows for a multiple-level
ephemerality for different phases of incident
response. To ensure that no sensitive information is
accessible beyond its useful life and intended
recipients, set a precise expiration time on any
conversation and file transfer.

Federation: To share threat intelligence with industry
partners, federate across corporate networks
without compromising security or ephemerality.
IR Records: While most working-level
communications should never be stored for security
purposes, some information must be maintained for
the record. Consult with a legal team to determine
what needs to be stored, set up the ‘record-keeping’
rooms with longer retention time, and add the
required participants to that room ahead of time.

WICKR PRO FOR INCIDENT RESPONSE
With today’s state of end-point security, it is essential to run
incident response on a vetted secure channel, minimizing a
chance for discovery by an adversary.
Wickr Pro is built as a hardened security environment to
mitigate these risks, mirroring the expectations of a face-toface meeting among trusted parties.
Start your free trial on https://wickr.com/wickr-pro-ir17.
Visit www.wickr.com.for more information.

WICKR PRO CAPABILITIES

ADVANCED LAYERED SECURITY
NO THIRD PARTY INCLUDING WICKR CAN ACCESS USER MESSAGES

MULTI-LEVEL PERSISTENT EPHEMERALITY
MESSAGES ARE NOT ACCESSIBLE BEYOND SET EXPIRATION OR BURN-ON-READ TIME

PERFECT FORWARD & BACKWARD SECRECY
NEW KEY GENERATED FOR EVERY MESSAGE

PROVISIONING & ADMIN CONTROLS
EASY ON-BOARDING // SECURE PRIVATE NETWORK DEPLOYMENT IN
MINUTES

NETWORK FEDERATION
USERS CAN SECURELY COMMUNICATE ACROSS WICKR NETWORKS
& APPS

SECURE ROOMS
CLIENT-BASED GROUP MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL FOR
LARGE TEAMS

FILE TRANSFER
END-TO-END ENCRYPTED EPHEMERAL FILES UP TO
5GB

VOICE/VIDEO
END-TO-END ENCRYPTED CALLS & VIDEO CONFERENCE
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